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The mysteries of the deep
should not include your
vessel’s true capabilities
and performance.
In the most variable environment imaginable, knowing exactly
what to expect from your vessel is the only basis for safe and
effective decision making on the water.
Optimum performance can only be achieved if a vessel’s
machinery, propellers, and hull form are working in harmony.

Utilizing an integrated suite of sophisticated tools, S-E-A can
provide vessel owners, naval architects, builders and component
manufacturers an accurate and detailed record of performance
related information that far exceeds the data collected by
conventional sea-trial methods.

The VPM. S-E-A’s Turn-Key Approach.
S-E-A has a long history as an acknowledged leader
in investigative engineering and forensic science.
Since 1970, S-E-A has been a multidisciplinary,

Our Vessel Performance Mapping (VPM) system can collect,
combine and provide for evaluation, a comprehensive array
of streaming real-time data including split-second snapshots
in time using the following tools:

•

Measurement of the vessel’s dynamic motion and peak
events such as pounding, surge, sideslip, accelerations
and velocity using an advanced GPS based motion data
collection system.

•

In-the-field, real-time, measurement and record of the
developed propulsion power at the output shaft utilizing
wireless torque telemetry hardware.

full-service and professional organization providing
thorough research, analysis and testing.
S-E-A offers complete investigative services, including
mechanical engineering, electrical engineering,
civil engineering, chemical engineering,

•

Recording of mechanical and environmental information
utilizing S-E-A’s proprietary data acquisition system fitted
with calibrated sensors for machinery functions and other
user selected external information.

•

Real-time Engine Operating Data collected directly from
the propulsion system engine control modules (ECM) via
a proprietary electronic engine gateway.

fire investigation and industrial hygiene.

VPM is ready to deliver.
•

A unique, highly accurate, and easily interpreted Vessel
Performance Map.

•

Sophisticated information to evaluate the achievement
of design and propulsion criterion.

•

A benchmark for the engineering or evaluation of vessel
upgrades and modifications.

•

Information that may be utilized for failure analysis or
accident reconstruction.

Who will benefit from VPM?
•

Production or Custom Builders of Yachts, Commercial
Vessels, Patrol Craft, Experimental Designs.

•

Engine Manufacturers, Propeller and Reduction Gear
Suppliers, Engine Repairers.

•

Naval Architects, Marine Surveyors, Consultants and Marine
Investigators.

•

Vessel Owners, Operators, Technical Managers.

It’s not just about going fast.
Any vessel may be a candidate for the benefits of VPM
regardless of type of performance or intended service.
Enhanced detailed sea-trial data will provide comprehensive
information for baseline performance assessment, analysis for
upgrades or proposed modifications.
S-E-A’s related capabilities include materials testing, electrical
and mechanical forensic analysis. Our 3D laser scanning
technology may be used to reproduce hull and interior forms
for modeling, design and other naval architectural purposes.

For more information on how S-E-A might assist your vessel
testing needs, contact Bryan Emond, PE, CMI or
Captain Christopher Karentz at 888.771.0591 or
bemond@SEAlimited.com / ckarentz@SEAlimited.com.

The VPM system is scalable
and may be tailored to the individual vessel
and needs of the customer.
The project may require the instrumentation
of only one specific element of machinery
to be measured or may include a full menu
of integrated data to be mapped for
a complete performance evaluation.
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